10 REASONS WHY
BROXMOUTH PARK

makes a perfect wedding venue!

BROXMOUTH.COM

your perfect
wedding
venue

Oh, the lure of great outdoors,
venue full of character and a
picturesque location... this is the
vision, right?
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Independent

Historic private

Privately owned full

Wedding venue, including Best
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service wedding venue with

Scottish Wedding Venue
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dedicated award winning wedding
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Ceremony
Multiple range of
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Photography
Endless options for
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unique & unforgettable wedding

including on the Queen Victoria
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adjacent beach
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ensure smooth and perfect running
of the day
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Honeymoon
Suite

Accommodation

A choice of dishes

Honeymoon suite for

Additional

for your guests on the day, together

the wedding couple, overlooking the

accommodation available for up to

with matched wines, to ensure a

loch, together with a private hot tub

36 guests on site, and up to a

Choice

further 56 in our cliff top hotel in

truly remarkable wedding breakfast
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Accessible
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Unique

Easy to access,

Because we understand

within 30 minutes of Edinburgh, 45

that no two weddings are the same,

minutes from Edinburgh Airport and

Broxmouth is unique as it offers you

with direct train connections to

the opportunity to create the

London

wedding of your dreams
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the nearby fishing village, with
complimentary transfers
to/from Broxmouth

Broxmouth
House
Once home to the Duke of Roxburgh,
Broxmouth has welcomed some very well
known visitors over the years from Queen
Victoria and Oliver Cromwell, to more
recently Gary Barlow.

This Georgian Mansion House has been a
host to historic banquets, events and most
recently weddings since 1775, when it was
first designed.

"We really felt at home and the entire
atmosphere was just right! You have an
amazing place here and the outstanding
people."

Mr & Mrs Gray
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Cedar of
Lebanon Tree
Nestled by the Deer Park and
surrounded by beautifully sculpted
lawns and two breath-taking Cedar
of Lebanon trees - one over 500
years old and one planted by Queen
Victoria herself, this is a dream
outdoor ceremony location for up to
200 guests.

"The venue is beautiful and the grounds
exquisite, we got married outside under a
huge cedar tree and our guests all just
had the best day."

Catriona & Richard
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Queen
Victoria's
Staircase

Added to the house upon Queen
Victoria's request in 1878, this cast
iron staircase remains one of the
most picturesque features of
Broxmouth House. It perfectly sets a
centre stage for a beautiful
wedding ceremony and you can
arrive to the ceremony from the
house itself!
Seating up to 100 guests!

"You really went over and above! Thank
you from the bottom of our hearts for
making this the most special day of our
lives! Broxmouth Park was the perfect
place for our perfect day!"

Becky & Rick
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Dining Room
Designed in 1775 for the Duke of
Roxburghe, this Georgian dining
room beautifully compliments all
ceremonies, small or big and often
acts as a host for your rehearsal
dinner. Plenty of day light fills this
room while offering the views of
Queen Victoria's staircase and
Cedar of Lebanon trees.
Seating up to 50 guests for a
banquet.

"Thank you for the most wonderful
weekend!The Friday night meal with
our families was an absolute hit!
Our wedding on Saturday was
excellent - hats off to the Chef!
You've even got a sunshine as
promised!"

Jo & Andrew
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Private Loch
Beautifully located beside the deer
park and a host location to your
honeymoon suite lodge with hot tub.

If you are lucky enough, you might
even catch a glimpse of deer
roaming in the woods or spot swans
proudly gliding on the loch as you're
enjoying your post-wedding morning
breakfast.

"It was a flawless day! From start to
finish, everyone was attentive to all
the last details! The food was
delicious and accommodation
warming and beautiful!"

The Knights
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Adjacent Beach
Perfectly sceneric beach adjacent
to the estate offers some of the
most picturesque costal spots in
Scotland.

Who needs a wedding overseas
when you are blessed with this
choice of options on your doorstep
while Dunbar is known for a microclimate on its own with the highest
temperatures in Scotland.

"The day ran so smoothly and we
got nothing but amazing comments
and Dunbar lived up to its name
Sunny Dunny."

Mr & Mrs Hughes
BROXMOUTH.COM

Let's start planning your dream wedding day!
Oskar and the team at Broxmouth Park have years of experience in
planning and delivering award winning weddings.
If you're ready to take the next step, contact us today:

oskar@broxmouth.com
+44 (0) 7593 128 137
Book your tour: https://calendly.com/broxmouth-park/wedding-viewing
"Your hospitality over the whole weekend really made our wedding at Broxmouth truly
unforgettable!"

Mr & Mrs Ramsay
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